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ABSTRACT
s This section o the School Environment Handbook can

be used by schools to improvelschool environment and to develop the
necessary change strategies./The handbook serves our major purposes.
First, the material is designed to fgcilitate thinking about steps in
the,planning process. Secondc, it discusses how to set goals and to
State them in ways which will nthke it easier to plan and kcarry them
out. Introducing the, steps involved i ftn goal implemeatioh is the
,third major purpose. The fodrth pu ;pose involves evaluation of the

planning pro.cess,''i lementation, and results of change. Activities,
and analysis,fbrm royided for completing the following planning
steps: (1) forming ,planning group; (2) developing goals; (3)-

choosing among goa si (4) stating gAls; (5) knowihg 'the context for

planning; (6) formi g the working group; (7) developing plans; (8)
choosing e model, plan; (9) anticipating problems; (1 follow through
lend follow up; and (11) ongoing formal and informal evaluation. Rims
are'incLided for Both `formative And Ammative evaluation of the .

changes made to improve the total school environment. (JD)
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)Law 95-166.
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idtis.report

Was supported in whole orin.part by_the U.S.
Department of Agriculture; Food and Nutrition Ser-
vice. However, the opinions expressed herein do
not necessarily reflect the position or pc4rcy,of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and no official
endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture

should be inferred. ''
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Food and Nutrition Programs, Indiana Department of
Public Instruction. It isthepollcy 4 the Depart-
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INTRODUCTION

J
The Schoo4 Environmental Handbook is a product of the School

Environmental rmliact Program. Its purpose is to help to improve school
environments in order-to produce more positive attitudes and behaviors
of school participants; includingradministrators, teachers, support
staff; students,,hnd parents.. Tht physical environments of schools and
the rules which /structure behavior have a profound-impact on school par-
tici,pants. This handbook is designed to help schools to assess th'econ-
dltions in their environment and to make changes which %illl produce more
positive attitudes and more responsible behaviors,

"The handbook has three parts. .They are' outlined below.

['aft I is devoted to pfbviding an overview of the Program
and a model set of workshop.make'rials. Schools using thus part
of the handbook can conduct workshops for any or all school staff
which will enhance particiAnts awareness of their environment
and give them opportunities to plan changes which will affect
attitudes and behaviors. An annotaad bibliography is presented
which is useful for all parts of the handbook.

I

Part II of the handbook focuses on awareness and assessment
activities. Participants using this segment of the handbook will
have many activities which will make either some argment,of the ,

school coin unity or the entire school community -more aware of its
environment. Other activities focus on 611etting information
about the environment so that schools can "have the facts" before
they proceed with proposed changes

Part III includes planning for change\ and evaluation of changes
that are implemented. Resources for activities on goal setting,
steps in theiplanning process, and evaluating changes are presented
in this section. Schdols using thivvpart of the.handbook can develop
strategies for change and assess Aar consequences.

The handbook is intended to be used flexibly. All three parts can be
used together/63 a comprehensive program for school change. Otherwise,
parts of the handbook can be used by individudls, group within schools,
school organizations or districts lbr targeted purposex or short-term goals.
Basically, the handboqc involves putting together school hersonne1A--
including students, teachers, administrators, support staff, and parents =-
to facilitate-change. Any of these groups can initiate changes in a partic-
ular setting in thei4'school or in the general school environment.

Material included here
1'

focuses oil the cafeteria as the hub of the school.
Two years ,of'research in schools at all leve0 has demonstrated that activity
in the cafeteria interacts profoundly with behavior in other school settings
such as classrooms, Libraries, and hallways. It is a tvo-way interaction:
what is right or wrong with, the cafeteria may stem f?65 inside this setting,

5
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but (11. may as well stem from outside the cafeteria itself. This 'handbookfoclAes on settings in the'whole schoorenvironment. In a particular_ loschool, improvements in.any onersetting, such.as the hallway, will most,probably have a positive impact an mEif6. others, lading the Cafeterias
Improvements in the cafeteria will most probabl have.a positive impact
on other seittinks, such as classrooms. We are i tereste& here in helpingto.make changes in any of those settings where sc ools identify prOtems,

',.for we know they will affect attitudes and behaviors school-wide.

The handbook stems f om a program called the School Environmental"
: I pact Program, This Program is funded by the Nutrition Education andT aining Program, Division of School Food and Nutrition, of the India4epartment of Public Instruction. Judith Gillespie has d

q
directed theProgram and/participated in the production of its key products. Patricia/deHaas has made a major contribution to the development of this handbookr\,'.Both David Kess.ler\ad Mary Soley, contriputed to initi41 drafts of this #material. David%Keigler has had a major role in developing an associatedresearch report reflecting

the findintv4-4.toM information gathered duringthe study of the impact af school environments".

4

'ihe project ha* piloted these materials and conducted workshops acrossthe state of Indiana. Those mho participated in the p4ot test includeincludeJudith Gillepie, Patricia deHaasMary Soley, David Kessler, Barbara Allen,Mike Berheide, Gail Bumgarner; Debra Dean, Marsha Ellis, Christa McCluggage,
Teresa. Theilien, and Linda.Wojtan. Aclinowledgements arc due to these
individuals and to the schooIs who participated in the deveiopthent of theworkshops.

4South Spencer Middle School: Rockport, lndi na
Woodside Middle School: Fori' Wayne, Indiana

'6ibendaie Middle School: LawrenCeburg, Indiana
Clarksville Middle School:( Clarksville, Indiana
Fairmont Elementary School: New Albany, Indiana-
Cynthia Heights School: Evansville, Indiana
University Aiddle School: .Bloomington; Indiana
Terre Haute South High School: Terre Haute, Indiana
Vohr ElementaryuSchool: Gary, 'Indienai,..4
Tolleston Middle School: Gary, Indians
Horace Mann High School: ary, Indiana4

F9K, further information about the project and-its publications, please.contact- one of two sources. Either write to School Environmental ImpactPiowam, Program in EducatioRal Policy and Change, Workshop in PoliticaltTheory and Policy Analysis,- Indiana University; 814 East Third Street,alopington, IndiSna 47405; or to the Coordinator, Nutrition Educationand-Training Program, Division of School Food and Nutriti61, Department-ofPublic Instruction, Room 229, ,State House, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204./

00.
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This section of the School Environmental Handbook serves four major

purposes. First, thg material is deskgned to facilitate people's thinkih

about steps' in the alarming process. Planning is definitely a
i

staged pro-

cess that,can be approached in concrete pars, and yet has the .dynamic to

produce major environmental changes. In this handbook We will consider

the steps in the planning process as an integral part of working together

in order to change environments and to produce more positive attitudes and

behaviors in schools.
:

A second purpose revolves around goal setting. Gdal setting is one

of the most important parts of the plannang proce,,s. Without a elcar

'goal, it is almost impassible to succeed in attaining it. Wow to set

goals and to state them ways tshich wr1-1, makcitreasier to plan and

,caFry out thes,e pals is a major part of the planning proce:,s. Simple

strategies and activities, asswiated with goal setting t,,ll be presented

here.

A third purpose involves-carrying out goals. There ..re 'Several steps

involved. One of tlip most imArtant is, forming the group that work

effectively together and will achieve the goal. Another is providing a

way to* get fcedbafk on progress as plans are carried out. tot groups

break down somewhere in theTrocess of Carrying out a goal. is impor-

tent to build as Any safeguards as possible which till keep the group
itself together'and enthusiastic about achicving'the tasks the) ,have

selected. ,

, -

A final purpose...involves evaluation. Evaluation is th integral part

of planning. It enters into'each step of the planning process. Itis i

iffiportant for evalUation 'to be .Carried out during the process,so that

checkpoints can be established fo'r determining the successes and problems,

and how problems can be remedied: I..t is also 'very important for evalua-

tion to provide a way of foLlowing'up On,what is happening after the goal

is achieved so that necessary reinforcement can be provided for sustaining

the goal.
.'

...

N .
, ,-.

All of these purposes ill be purgued in sections of the following c\-

- materials. This section will providean overview of stepS.in the planning

process. The following sections will fodus on. goal setting, carrying out .

goals, and evaliiation. .

. ,,, -

,..

Steps in the Process
Re,

Considering planning as a process is an important'way'to p'ok at

taking. on any task. The process 'involves some major t 'ages which if not

accomplished will tend,to undermine the achievement of10,6als.` The steps

in the process are idortified on the following -page. They form a check-

list for carrying out any task. One of the moti important stops in the

t

7
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PLANNING STEPS

1. Porming a' planning group

p

Developing goals

3. Choosing among gOals

4. Stafting goals

5. Knowing the context, for planning

6. 11,6rifiing the working group

7. Developing plans

8. .Thoosing,,a model piall

9. ritlii0.patihg problems

10. follow through and follow up

11. Ongoing forma\and.informal evaluation

planning process is forming a group. If a solid group can he formed.
pith individuals who share common goals' and values, then the likelihood
tha,t the task will succeed is enhanced,

Generating goals, choosing goals, and stating goals is park of goal
'setting, which is a fundamental step in the-planning process.. Goals can
come from a wide variety of sources. Choices among them depend upon the
establishmeht of criteria for what is important and what can be done.
Both the"ought" and the "is" are very_important to considUr. Developing
plans requires alternativeS. Choosing among them,.again requires criteria
that allow individuals to see which plans are workable and which will
better aid goals. It is always important to anticipate problems as plans--
are-developed And to evaluate the consequences of plans in,choosing among
them.

The steps that have been presented can be carried out by a single-
individual or a grbup of people. Individuals like the school nurse, for
example, mightwant to initiate some oals and planning wit regard to

health proble of,thestudents t e school. Teachers might tent to

take on indiv gal classroom pNinnin activities and eventually include

the students part of a planning group. Generally, groups that are
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planning school,-wide changes should include administrators, teachers,
support staff, parents. and students. Support staff includes a wide-range
'of individuals including 'secretaries,' librarians,, service staff, .

janitorial staff, counselors, and, others who play important parts in the
school. The staff is Often the Isirongest resource that a school has in

... planning for change. Including 'representatives of an entire support staff

)

in t group can help in carrying out goals and making hem effective after '

they have been carried put. Throughout this section "group" will refer ,

to one tliet includes a full range &f supprot staff.
I. o

,

The activities in this parti,are linked to those in FartrI andlPart II.
For example, an individual might want'to use the workshop materials before

, .

intensively planning in:this section. 'Part II' information woutd provide
awareness and assessment activities for those whb need them. All of these
activities are useful bases for the goal and planning activities in this

V section: However, for those who have already established grodps or have
used other awareness and assessment activities,'this part can be usedby.
itself. , , t,

The easiest way tosee how, goal and planning activities-car) be'carried
out is'to,look at the case below. The case d6icts a real school, but its,
anonymity'has been preseried.

A

PLANNING AT JEFFERSON SCHOOL

Jefferson School was conducting a building assessment.
It was important-that.tbe strengths and weaknesses of the
structure of the:building be identified. The principal had
put togethe a committee in order to determdne what needed

,

to be done n the building. The committee consisted liargely
of teachers and some support staff members, including(food
_service and janitorial staff, students, and parents.

The major goal of the committee was to figure out the
main focus for change in the school. It was an old btrilding,
and the "School needed a lot of changes. Windows needed to be
changed. Hallways needed to be changed. There was water in
the baseMent of the building When the group met, the
principal went through all of the infornlation that she and
gathered regarding_the condition of the schooL. A'survey,

, had been done and students, teachers, and support staff ..11s
well as parents had been asked to comment on the condition
of the building. However, there was a difference between the
perception of the problem and the source of.the problem.
This is common in many, groups. The source of the problem was
not the age of the building, but the specific condition of
certain parts of it. iThe electrical wiring,, for example,
was still good. The/heating And cooling system was old, but
adequate. It seemed that major problems really, stemmed from
parts of the building that had fallen into disrepair.

9
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The group. decided to focu&bwspecific settings within'
the building where,donditions were :bad. A Ong list of possi-
ble goals was developed. People wanted the water out of the

basement. They wanted a new heating-and-cooling system.
They wanted to replace windows in the cafeteria area. The

group then looked at the list and decided which goals might
'be ruled 'in 4nd,ruled out, dependi.4 oh 'their feasibility,
their cost, and the time investment people' would need to make

t.

. in order to accomplish the goal. Finally,..a vote was taken,

and people agreedthat changing the windows in the cafeteria
was.the Mast important goal.to,pursue:

A

`The-group then defined its goal.and developed plans for
. carrying out its goal. A major:gpestion was to determine what
kinds of lighting were necessary and what could be dong.to
the, cafeteria in order to improve it. The school administration
needed to be notified, and furids needed to be found for the
plan. 'All of thesfe ideas were listed out in a step-by-step
process of planning'. Then people agreed to take on specific
tasks in the change. 'The principal, for example, agreed to
notify the downtown administration, and one of the coaches

, aireed to see if interested community members would be'willang
V., to contribute to the re yation.

The grgup deCided an 'a step-liy-step plan over a ix-month
period in order to accomplish their 'goal. They then decided
on checkpoints durifig the six-month peri9d when'they would
meet again in order to determine how things wervkgoin'g and
`problems that 14erie encountered in accomplishing(the goal.
For example, if individuals could not find. the limper source.
of lighting.or thetfunds for new windows, there Mould be
major problems with the plan.

Six months later the goal' was accomplished. The school

oard did provide the financing for the windows and,some ,

special community projects provided for fdrther renovation
of the cafeteria. Everyone had contributed to the change.

For each of the sections that follow, you will find suggested activi-
ties and forms that will help yoLion planning changes. Each activity form

includes a box at the upper right. If the activity is used with a group

or people, you might want them to fill, out the information on position,

grade, and:sex. This way you can see whether or not people have different
responses if, for example, they are teachers.or students, or males or
females. Finding opt this information may help you to analyze your changes
and potential strengths and.weaknesses. Good luck!
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GOAL SETTING

Goal setting is the base of planning. Goals or objectives are important

for groups to .share so that tasks can be completed. Goals ca; be short-,

term or, long-term, general or specific. There are several- steps in the

process of goal setting'. They consist of4.-.

STEPS IN GOAL SETTING

1. Forming a planning group;

2. Develoking goals; '

3. ,Choosing among goals; and
A t

-4.' Stating goals.,.

.11.

EaCn of these steps istinterrelated, but can be done in a sequence. Each -

of fne steps An the process will be explained below and-activities associated'

with them will be outlined. If the Nal foftlation process is a'familiar one .

for the group that you are working with, you mi'ght.want,to move to. the

activity below and do this activity rather than specific activities-for

each stage. Ago, if you are working as am individual, this activity is the

beist one to use.',

Setting Goalsf-'Page 9

This activity involves, the total process of setting goals. It asks

people to list their goals and the criteria for choOsing among their goals.

This process can be done individually, or as a group. The goals should in-.

volve some environmental change in the school as a whole or in a particular

setting that will improve the attitudes and b'ehaviors,of school participants.

For example, schools may wish tO help improve the environment Of the Cafe-

teria by rearranging tables, providingalterKative settAgs for students to

spend free time, or doing wall murals. They may want to bring recognition

to students in order to improve self-esteem by beqinning,a "student of the

week" program'where students pin pictures 'and biographies on home room doors.

They may ,want to create learning centers or special areas where irtividuals

...or groups can'Gocome involved 'in some type of self- directed activity within

the school.

The group can then discuss the criteria for choosing among goals.

Common criteria include lack of time, lack of money, the need,for

copmunify support, and personal resources. These cyiterieshould be

used for choosing a goal which 'meets realistic school conditiens.

4
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. When the goals are listed and the criteria are combined 'for the
l'el;tire group, then a decision rule should be 'chosen. The decisioltule
0°. will determine by what p'rocess goals will be chosen. The group can choose

cohsensus-where eteryone agrees, or it aright choose a majo-rity rule,An,
5t "..d.

. .. .

_, eci ing orea.goal. It also might choqie'a person or group of people to
melie,/ke choice among goals. Once the decisiOn rule'ks decided by the

1
-grOup,-then he goals.can be chinned so that a single goar is developed.
"it is veTt important for the group to chdose one goal or a set of iliter,
relate& goals so that it can function with some unity of...task.

.

W4 n this-.activity is completed, if there is interest in carrying out
a goal,' you might move to the section on carrying'out goals, skipping the
remaining phases of-goal setting that are outlined below.

0
) '

FoiMing the Groupi Page
I0 t

).

_ I

si 1 I . 0

Mere are various ways that ups zan be fatrined in' order to generate
. goals.. Existing%roups'Can ht., used if,theirpt.rposes 4re rel.a.ted.tb g 1

setting. grbups can be cprmed in order to generae goals in specf.

areas. I'hercl arp ome4criteri4 to consider in forming any gropp. _They
are:

. Include a'cross- ection of people frol, the school,

Includbpeople hs share some 051mr.o.n values,In*

r d.

c

3. Include people who share some common cormaunictidn IA*,

4. Include people'whose expAtat r 'the group's tasks
are cilear; and

. ,
.04 '' , .

1 5.. .Proyide some ways fsir people td ge o'know each other in
relationship to the tasks of the group. _ .

This activity will help in-forming a group. Have the group think of some-
thing that they may want to change. It need not be ever a serious task,
it merely needs to be one for the purpose of the activity. They could
want to chafe the way,,ttaffid moves through the hallways in the school. -

They could try to change the lunch hour schedule. They might want to re-'
r arrange the cafeteria or reschedule certain k'inds.of classes in_the curri: )

&alum. Be sure that whatever task isschasen, it can be tackled by all the
.

people in the.group.
.

In carrying out the activity have people work in pairs and inteI' rview
each other according to the fox:mat provided. Once' they art interviewed-, i

then have the.group discuss personal resources, values, and expeciat4Ons. .

This will. put them in.a comma frame of eeference for understIndfWg where
. other peop le are coming fromitin setting goals and give thesgroup. a means

of communication. It will also 'kelp the group to recognize sonic resources
that ate available to them that people might Hirt have thought of befei-e,

.

4
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Developing Goals: Page 111

S

Goal development involves important criteria. Forming are initial
set of goals can utilize the following 'criteria:

1. Make a wide range of goals at first so that people can
seethe range of possibilities. ,

2. Make the goals specific. enough so that they can be under-

( stood by evel!one concerned. and action can be taken based
on them. 4

a. Make sure that the gopis are worable, that the resources
and person-power in order to get the goals accoMplisaed arc
actually available or can be readily obtained.

4- Develop criteria for including goals. These shouiu be.eare-
fully develop0 because it will help people choose goals that
are practical and important.

This activity is designed to help the group develop goals. Here individdir4
state pressing problems Rh,the school. They then-state what they believe .
the causes of those problems are. The'causes may be very different from
the problems they see. It is important, if posSible,'to,treat the cause's.
They then list some criteria for choosing among the 'problems they have
selected. The chart that 4 provided in the activity can be used in orde;
to-check off those pressing problems that meet the criteria people have
stated. If all of the problems meet all of the criteria, then people should.
Olt plusses (41 'b the dhecls where one criterion is more easily met by
solving one problem than by solving others. They canvgietermine, by counting
the plussesAwhich of the pressing problems irs more likely to he resolired by
the-group, and selection of goals can be facilitated by the processes of
plusses father than just checks. Remember that there may b(1- a difference
betf.reen a problem and a cause. fget at dye causes.

--9

Some typical goals that pilot groups have chosen include'the janitors
anti students conducting an energy audit in oYder to provide a factual base
for improving phe heating and cooling system, food service staff beginning
a project called "Operation Pride" to help keep the cafeteria clean througif '
a competitioir and prizes, or teachers and.students creating a hallway mural

i that shows 'pride in the school and:thepeople within it. Other ideas
include forming bulletin board teams ode dp of students, staff, teachers,

%ID
and administrators to piovide slIgans ,o the week to improve problems in
the school, students holding an S11 -sch 1 garage sale to provide money
for classrooM curtains and plants, or teachers planning a monthly partici-
pation day where people join together to improve their decision-making skills
by, doing some activities in the school.
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---Chooging Among Goals: Page 42

PI
The important part of choosing 1:s finding ways of narrowing through'

the goals. by the development of criteria. and dec4sion rules. Thesi are ' ,

(reflected in this activity where the problem that has been chosen is stated,
and individuals make a list of coals,, The goals should tie listed as will
the criteria for choice and,

Jr

ecision rules. Then the group should share
goals, and a large list of als,should be made. The criteria should be
combinedand appliee to the goals. The group should narrow the goals until.,
thTee goals that are left are listed. Then some, deCision rule (consensus,
majority, etc.) needs to be chosen and a single goal is finally selected.
The goal that is selected should be written at the bottom of, the activity.

.
...:-

Sta4g Goals: Page 13

This activity works on stating goals by asking individuals to state
the goal as if it were a headline in local or national newspapers. There-
(ore, thdy are forced to clarify who the goal 1s about, what is being done,
where it is being 'done, and how it is being done. All of these elements
will help in the restatement of the goal so that it is clear, specific, and
workable. When this activity is completed the goal should be restated
and shared by the group s6 that everyone has a common interest in what
is to be done-.

I

14
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R Position:

SETTING GOALS
1 = Administrator 1

2 = Teacher 2

. 3 = Support Staff 3
40 4 = Parent 4

INSTRUCTIONS: Here you are trying to identify 5 = Student
'

_
some goals for change. First you will list possible

0 5

goals then try to choose among them. Finally, you
Grade

will clarify your gOal and think about some ways it Sex: t
might be carried out. !" 1 = Male .

1

2 = Female

School

1. List possible goals. '5,

3.

Last your criteria for choosing 'among'goals (for example: time needed,
*
money available, people needed)'.

2.

3.

5.

-

3. Wh4 rule-will be used for deciding among goals (one person, majority rule,

consensus). / 4 '

4. Your choice of a goal: ,
4 '

S. Specific sub-goals for your goal:

6. Ways yoLar sub-goals Gard be carried out:

40-
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FORMING THE GROUP.

INSTRUCT1ON: This activity is structured as an inter-
view

.
and yoil will want to work in pairs. You will interview

your partner vld'then your partner will interview you con-
cerning-the,c1lan& that you want to make in the school.
The changew1.11 be determined by the group before this
activity0iins.

*

School

Position:
1 = Administrator 1

2 = Teacher 2

a = Support Staff 3'
4 = Parent 4

= SpudeA.
Grade

Sex.

1 = Male
2 = Female

1

2

INTLRyIEW
11,

1. Howtan you help to reach this goal?

4.

good do you think will happen if the goal is reached?,

4 .3. is you7impression of this group? Do you think it will succeed
or fail? Do you think it will be. n easy group to work with or a hard
coup to work. with?

0'

What questions db you have about this grd4and what'it will be doing?

- ,

16
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DEVELOPING GOALS 41.

I 's

'School

Position:
1 Administrator
2 = Teacher 2

3 = Support Staff.- 3 .

4 = Parent
INSTRUCTIONS: Here you will, :identify the most pressing

problems you feel are happening in your school that you per-
:sonally think need'to.be changed. Write three of them in .the

Student :

';gpaces be/low the_chart.- Then identify the causes'of the
Grade

problens. Try tojtreat ihe'causes'if,possible. You then
Sex:

identify a set of criteria that will help you Choose among .
= Male

the- problem causes that are most pressing. Use the chart
2=.Female

below to list the.cAiterra. Put checks in the boxes where
the problems meet the criteria and leave the boxes blank
where the problems' do not meet the criteria. Hall monitoring
might meet the criteria of Workability, but there might not
be ehoughfaculty resources. Therefore, you would check one
of the criteria an0 not the other. If all of your'pressing
probiem,causes meet All of the criteria thatyou list, then
put.r4,,lusses (+) by the checks in order to identify Which
triteria can easily be met in solving the problems.

. '4

5

A
PROBLIM'l

-PROBLEM 2

PROBLEM 3

CAUSES 01' PROBLEMS

A 4

VRESsING PROBLEMS AND THEIR CAUSES

t 1.

2.

3..

4.

5.

I

9 *

-1-

'CRITERIA

A I/

RZOBLEM 1 , PROBLEM 2 PROBLEM 3

CAUSE CAUSE. CAUSE

b

A
I

I

P,

,

N

17
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CHOOSING,AWNG GOALS

INSTRUCTIONS: Her/you will form goals'f6r.solving
the problem you have selected. You wil1,14st criteria for
choosing among your goals and use the criteria to select a
single goal.

4.1i

4

School

Position:
Adtinistrator

2 = Ieachei. .

3 = Supiport Svaff
4,. 1arert

Student 1,'

Grade

Sep/
1 = Maie
2 = Female

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

1. ;the protkem you have chosen

List possible goals for-Solving the Problem:

.

.11.

sts

. LAt the criteri you would choose for clioosing among the goals to4iind the one
most workable and r important.

, .

4.

C

4. /ndicate the decision'rUle you would use in order to choose among the goals
(ones person, majority rule, consensus).*

A

-5. 1The goal hat yod would select amipg your own goals is:

"

I

18
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STATING GOALS

INSTRUCTIONS: Now that you have chosen your
suppose tIlat you are making J newspaper headline for your
local newspaper that would state the goal that you have
chosen. The goal will, thertfore, be a short sentence.
It would identify who is involved in,the goal, what is
involved in the goal; wherekihe gal `would be accomplished,
and how it would be accomplishmd. Try out several possible
newspaper headlin's below.

* * * * * * *

Sch661

'Position:
1 = Administ'iator 1

2 = Teacher 2

3 ='Support Staff 3

4 = Parent 4

\\5, = Student
Grade

Sex:

1 = Male
2 = Femal

3.

;

4

7

Restate your goal, given your experience with your newspaper headline.

a

r
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CARRYING OUT GOALS

In order -to work with this section of,0e,handbook materials, you
must have first developed a goal. The practical aspects of carrying out
a goal are equally as important as planning the goal, especially when one
realizes that 75 percent of the groups that are formed fail in this stage
of attaining their goal. The steps in goal implementation car\ be outlined
below.

STEPS IN CARRYING OUT GOALS

Knowing the context

. Fofming the working' group

3. Developing--plals

. Choosing a model plan

AntiCiPating problems

6. 'Follow up ana follow through

Knowing tae context in which the goal can be carried out-is verf impo4ant.
wo are talliing' about the barriersone might encounter in achie4i4g

a goal. These barriers can be personal, financial,or a combination of
resources. It is important to have an accurate 'estimate of the context
for obtaining the goal in order to. be able to utilize resources in order.
to overcome baiiiers, Developing plans and ahoosIng among Clem ks another
very important-step. Finally, follow up and follow through- Axe Oxtremely

Important. Each of these steps will be explained below! Activitiesifollou
that are designed to,helpgroups to carry out goals.

Knowing the Cgntext: Page 17

1

Knowing the context, of the situation means being able to know he

resources that are available/ within the school and community/for working
on.the,A,ask, aswe-11 -as the barriers to accomplishing it. This activity
Involves determining the re,sources and barriers that are present,for the
goal that you have selected. 'Typical resources usually involve people;-
typical barriers oflten'include finances and school board approval. It then
focuses on how to use respurcesto overcome barriers. Individuals.in a
group-can fill out the form in this aetivistr, and then group discussion can
generate a comprehensive list on a sheet of butcher paper or a blackboard. ,
It is particularly important to have individuals focus on how the resources
that they hale can-be used to overcome barriers.

20
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Forming a Group: Page 18 I

I

It is very important that thf group assess the resources that are
needed for getting the job done: :In this case, group members need to

. bring people into the initial group-who can" contribute resources that
'the group is lacking'. This activity involves a profile othe group and
the people within it and the resources that they brvig to the group. The

activity' allows the group'to see,places where it 'is/weak andto provide
for bringing people into the group who will supply necessary.,resources.
The tesource profile can ,be discussed orally and put on a blackboard

. for all to see and discuss. It is especially important that all people
e who are involved in carrying out the job also have lie6ed to plan it.

Developing Plan: page 19 ,

4

Developing plans is a step-by-step process. This act2Af.ty provides
a may for people in tne group to ,tutline steps in their pla:: ad to make
comp;arisons of plans that are deyeloped. Choices among plans"might be
decided based 6n the steps or the time schedules that are deveIoped It

1, particularly important that individuals look at their ohh activit/es'
in relationship to the plan tney have developed an,1 can see a mamr role
for themselves to take carrying out activiti.es. It Is 1K.portant to

make the plans as specif0c as poss'ible, such as focusing or. a ,:agle c

setting-or aspect of the school 'environment. This activity thoul-u be

filled out individually if a group is using it.

..,.

c..)

[

Choosing Among Plans: Page 20 ! ,

.46

41,

This activity provides ways of outlining various plans that'are pToposed
and comparing them across criteria agreed on by the group. This can be a

group activity in which people generate criteria and apply them to the plan.
Typical criteria include time, money and personal resources. The plans
should be written in the left-hand side of the chart and the criteria
below thechart. Then checks should be made whefe plans meet the criteria.
As a result of'group discussion, a single ply should be chosen in order

carry.out the goal.

Anticipating Problems: Page 21

It is imPortant to anticipate problem in carrying out yourplan:
Here,,probldbs can involve people whowill pose barriers to carrying out
the plan as well as those who will not carry ou.t their,individual roles.
Backup people need to be identified in case individuals do4inot do their
part or outside individuals pose problems. Tasks may be more difficult
to complete. Methods of communication across people also need to De de-
vised sb-that people can know on a regular basis whfre others are in ob-
taining the goal and -what needs to be done. This altivity allows for .

21
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sorting of'anticipated problems and personal, organizational, and community ,

,backup, When individual's discuss these types of problems ;they can begin
to see the barriers they might run into and its effects on the plan and the
time schedule. This activity can be used by an individual or b iscussed
orally as a group..

Follow Up and Follow Through: Page 22.

It is very important to go back through the time pl and to
develop checkpoints for evaluation of how the plan is progressing. This
,activity provides a way to determine checkpoints in the plan and to think
ahead of wayt to'support the goal once it is achieved. When this form is
comple4ted, the group will discuss their ideas and will 41ave a full plan
for 'action.

9

A

A
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/IKNOWING THE CONTEXT

INSTRUCTIONS: Here you will deterMine yhat resources,
or positive things, will help you to achieve your goal. You
will also identify. what barriers will get in.your
Finally, you will/try to think of ways to overcome barriers
in achieving yourivals.

* * * *

SchuqJ

Position:

Administrator 1

2 = Teacher 2

3 = Support St,aff 3

= Parent
S 1= Student S

4,Grade

Sex:

1 = Male
2.= Female

s

Goal:

s

Resources Barriers

I.

'

4

2.
.

. .0
.

3.

.
.

As
.

,

.

i

N.

6.
.

-

Now /resources can be used to overcome barriers:

a

23
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School

1

Position:

1 = Administrator

FORMING K GROUP = Teacher . 2

3 Support Staff 3

, INSTRUCTIONS:. It is important to have the resources, you. 4 = Parent 4

need tp carry out your goal. People aro your most 14orpnt
resource. Here you will list tlie resources youneed and the
people who have them. You will then list wi,ot is,left out.

. Student
Grade

S

Sex:
You need to try to cal people to join yuu ,rho have needed

1 = Male 1
resources. * * * * * *

api
2 = Female 2

f

O

Resource Profile People

1. Knowledge -- ideas

2. Leadership

3. Communication skills

. .

*

1. Support skilli

5. Time

(>. -Deals with people well - e

., Special skills .

, .

1
,

2

.

,

.

3. )

.

.

4.

.

4

5.

I-

Resource Needs:

411"

24 \
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DEVELOPING PLANS

INSTRUCTIONS: In this activity you will dedide on steps
you and/or your group can take'in order to carry out your
goal. Fill in.the steps,and the time scheduled, :Then, if you
are working in a group, fill out particular activities you

. can do to help carry out, the goal.

SchOol

'Position:
1 = Administrator 1

2 = Teacher 2

3 = Support Staff 3

4 = Parent 4

= Student 5

ciade

Sex:
1 = Male 1

2 = Akmale

.

.

Steps

.

. Checkpoints
*

. .

.

3. 1

.

6.
(

,

7.

/
.

8.

i

.

10.

.

My Activities:

1.

*2.

3.

25
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CHOOSING AMONG GOALS

INSTRUCTIENS: This activity will help you 'select a plan
for change. First list' the 'plan(s) you or your group has
,chosen. Then develop criteria for choosing among the, plans.
'Put a plus (+) where each plan .meets the criteria. Use* the

_number of + for each plan to choose one. Write it at Ithe -

Se

Po:1;140n:

1 = Administrator
= Tea ;her

3 = Support
= Parent's

5 = Student
Grade

Sex:

1 = tlale

2 = Female

Staff

1

2

3

4

5

1

2
bottom ofthis sheet. * * * * *

IX )1,

.\ 1\% At V.\ S

, I

4 PLANS 1 .2

I

.3.'

r-
4 S 6

4

0

Criteria:

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

c

Plan Chosen:,

26
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ANTICIPATING PROBLEMS

INSTRUCTIONS: This activity will he` you.to, look at
problems you might have with your plan. Fiist list pos-
sible pYoblems. Then see what back up you can plan to
combat the problems and a revised tide schedule.

PROBLEMS: Personal Organizational
001,

1.

2.

3.

3.

School,

Position:
1 = Administrator 1

2 = Teacher 2

3 = Support Staff 3

4 = Parent 4

5 = Student S

Grade
Sex: . /

1 = Male 1

2 p Female

Cqmmunity
f

41.

ALTERNATE PLANS!

1.

2.

.3.

4.

5.

,ALTERNATE TIME SCHEDULE:

A
. r

1.

, 3.

1

4.

S.

4

.
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FOLLOW UP AND FOLLOW THROUGH

INSTRUCTIONS: Here you need to review your plAn and rind
some check points to make sure everything is running smoothly.
Then you need to think of ways you can support your planning
and achieve5ont of your nal.so that your successes are sus-
tained over a long period of time.

* * * * * *

School

Position:

1 = Administrator 11
2 = Teacher 2

Support Staff 3

J4 = Parent 4

S = Student
Grade

Sex:

1 = Male 1

2 = Female 22

4

41,

,Steps in Plan Checkpoints

...,

1. --,-
I

\ f

2. ft

3.

4."
-.

6. , . .
4

7,
.

8. 4

,9.
--;

10.,

ways to support, lanning and goal achievement:

3.
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EVALUATION

School participants who evalLe,their efforts at changing their
school environments will engage in different types of evaluation. They -

may formally evaluate their efforts by suing some of the activities .con-
tained in this section. of the handbook. These activities will give them
feedback about the success of their efforts. In addition, participants
wil4 engage in informal evaluation of the chtitge activities. Informal
evaluation will occur in a hallway, 'a restroom, a teacher's lounge, or

,on the school bus. It is important for people to share their impressions

14
and feelings with others about their daily activities. There are also
info#mal evaluation activities presented in this handbook.

Evaluation serve's several purposes. One of the main purposes of
evaluation is information sharing. 'Evaluation gives individuals feedback
on their efforts at Leading productive lives, whether in schoo"1 or'in a
community. It is the information sharing feature of evaluation which
makes it so important. In the five activities outlined below, information
is a key goal. 4"

Directions for Using the'Evaluation 'Forms. For each of the five
ilactivities, information will be collected. The first two activities on

ages 26 and 27 and the final activity on page 30 involve written responses.
-MT best way to look at responses is to put them together by question.
Questions can be listed on a sheet of paper (or a blank form). Then,,by

reading through each response, typical or important responses can be,
written down. In this way, rough summaries of the information can be
used. Activities on pages 2S and 29 involve numberes responses. These
can be summarized question by.question. On a separate sheet of paper,
quest4ons can be listed and the number of 1 through 5 responses can be
counted. In this way, the number of l's; for example, can show large
changes. Patterae. of responses can show strengths and,weaknesses in the
achievement, of a goal. ,

Anyone can use the evaluation activities. They.can be used with
small or large numbers of people. However, you also want to construct
your own evalua!lon4fOrd! These forms can be modified by changing set-

, trigs, people, or tyn of questions. Here is a, list of types of. :hanger-
that include more active observation of the sc'ml:

1. Count smiles in the setting you have chaAged;

2. Compare tLe number of discipline problems in the
setting to those in the past;

3. See if people are talking together differently in
. the setting;

4. See if sutdents seem mere attentive or ilipproe test
scores in the classro6M;

2 9
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5. Count the number of new activities, begun in the setting
as a result of your change;

. Colpare the number of meals served (or eaten) in the
cafeteria;

7. See if hallway lifter has decreased; an

8. See if the school secretary has heard anything about
your changes-from students, teachersisupport staff,
administrators, or parents.

Any ofthese types oi observations can show the results of change.
,The informal evaluation may tell you as,much as A forpal one. '

4

Ongoing Informal Evaluation: page 26

This activity is'used during the carrying out of the goal. It can be
used with the checkpoints that he been identified in the plan. kt
basidally involves an interview schedule through which someone can talk
teaothers'in the. group to get their feelingg about how resources are being
usgd and whether-or not progress is being made toward the goal that,people

4 are striving toward. It is an informal evaluation in the sense that it taps
'people's ideas and opinions freely without trying to make formal statements
about what is happening. It can be obtained through natural channels in the
teacher's lounge, hallways, cafeteria, or otger places where regular inter-
action among individuals normally takes place.

r
Formal Summative Evaluation for Working Group: Page 27

This is a f6rma1 evaluation device in order to make some judgments
-about success and failures-of goal attainment after people believe the
goal has been attained. It also helps to direct people to further work
that might be done in order to reinforce or extend a goal.

Formal Summative Evaluation an Attitude Change: Page 28

This activity consists of a survoy that can be used to determine at-
titude change among school participarits. It involves student, teacher, .

administrator, and support staff opinions. The questionnaire can be used
for Students At the lower elementary grades, by reading the questions and
-at the upper levels by administering the survey. It can be used for the
entire school to determine what impact the changes have,on attitudes among
schoo1'participant5. T})p chief attitudes that are involved here arc self-
estqemfor 110W people feel about themselves, and efficacy orshow people feel
abbut their ability to do thing§ within theibr school.

4),

r

30
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Formal Summative Evaluation on Behavior Change: sPage'a

This activity involves four surveys on behavior change. These
surveys can be administered to the entire schbol. The survey can be used
for students, teachers, administrators, and support staff. In this way,.
the Impact of-environmental changes ea decision-maUng behavior can'be
judged. . .

.

Informal Summative Evaluation on Attitude and Behavior Change: Page 30

This is an infoimal evaluation that involves s 2cting a sample, of a

dozen people across the school and an interview with them about how they
feeLabout the changes that have been made. It also involves observation
of the school environment and people's natural.reactions-v5 the chdnges as
they pass through the school in their everyday life.

a

31
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ONGOING INFORMAL,EVALUATION

SIRUClIONS: The folloWing interview which will help you do
and informal evaluation duting the time that your activities
are being carried out The interview can be conducted in
natural settings where yOu find'people on an everyday basis.

If focuses on_evaluating resources and ,the degree of goal
attainment..' Use the questions as guides and you may want to
record information in the spaces provided onothis sheet.

* * *,* * *

School

Position.

1 = Administrative 1

2'. Teacher 2

3 = Stippott Staff 3

4 = Parent 4

S = Student .5

Gracie

Sex:

1 = male
2 = female 3

What activities Akre you beer( doing to help in our plan for environmental change?

e you having any proble4 in carrying out your activity'?

you have; enough help to carry your activities? Do you n(wd more help/

You've been doing a good job. How can I help you do a better fob'

you stil,l-k;hink our goal i[ achievable?

How close do you think we aik-tb achieving our goal?

Is there anything elk you wane to tell me about our activity?

32



I ukMAL SUR it /VE E1 LUATION FOR WORKING GROUP school

INSTRUCTIONS: Boluation of the succCss"of your Position:

plans is an essential fort of making changes. Evaluation ,1 = Administrator 1

can be carried out before plans are implemented o anti- 2 = Teacher 2

cipate problems and outcomes. /t can also be a ried out '1 '3 = Support Staff 3

after plans have been implemented. Here; you are asked i ..,4.= Arent 4

)'.
et eTaIuate your plans in order'to witicipatOprbblems . S = Student S

and outcomes. Please'anlwer all of the questions below. Grade

.1
* * * * * * * Sex:

(.1 1 = Male

. - 2 = Female N 2
4

.

1. What specific 'goal or goals are you trying to achieve?

2. What are particular activities involved in the ipan which is '),etTree.,riedout?

Short de!;crl,ption

..

4

.(, Are thcre any obstacles to carrying out these activit. ies' Yes' No

c(If Yes ;,hat .are they'
IP

Wha't is the reation of the'following groups.of schol participants to the
activities?

Students

Teachers

Staff

Administrators

Parents

S. What is the major result of the activities?

6. That information does carrying out the activities give to the participants that

they may not have learned otherwise?

What could be successful about the activities?

8. What could be unsuccessful about the activities?.

9. What Allibe done in the future to increase the achievement of your goal(s)?

lo

33
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10101.AL EVALUATION ON ATTITUDE CHANGE

11TROCTIONS: The answers onthis questionnaire will be used
to help us evaluate whether changes we have been 9arrying out
in our school have made any difference to you as 411 individual.
Plea.?e answer'these statements as they relate to your school
if general, rather than on a particular day. Circle the approp-

te number provided at the right on this sheet and e sure to

fill out the information on tie right-hand side at ti top of

this sheet. For statements 1 through 14, you sh Id se these

answers: 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Nei-t e agree or

lisagree, T = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree. Please

circle one answer only.

alk

P tion:

1 = Administrative 1

2,= Teacher 2

3 = Support Staff 3

4 = Parent 4

= Student 5

Grade

Sex:

1 = male .

2 = feMale 2

Adults that 1 know at my'school like me more in the last

few months than before.

I like myself when I am in school more than a few montlis ago.

Students I know at- my ?school like me more than a few
months ago.

I think that I ,matter to,at.least one other person in school

more than I did a few months ago.

po things that matter to me or to others in my scaool mom
nI did a few months ago.

b. I like the colors in my school more than I did a few months

ago.

There is less noise in my school than there was a few months

ago.

My school is less riot in some places and less cold in others

than a few months, ago.

school is less crowded than it was a few months ago.

There are more things in my school that help school pride
than a few months ago.

.1. I likedto be in the cafeteria more than I did a

I2

A

few months ago.

I 1,31 to be in the classrooms
4in my school more than I did

a few mont s o.

I like to be in the library more than I dicl!a few months ago.

14. I like to be in the hallWays more than I did a few months ago.

1S. Are there any other improvements in the school environment
that you've noticed?

34

I 2 3 4 5

3 4 5

3. 1 2 3

1

5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

I
.1 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i. 1 3 5

10. 1 2 3 4 5

13.

14.

1 2 3

1 2 4

S
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FORMAL'SUMMATIVE EVALUATION ON 'BEHAVIOR CHANGE

\\SrRUCTIONS! The answers on this questionnaire will be used
`*-help us evaluate whether changes we have been carrying out
in our school have made any difference to You as an individual.
Please answe,r these statement* as they relate to your school

general,
rate numbe
rIll out th

rather than on a particular day. Circle the approp-
provided at the right on this sheet and be sure to
,information on the right-handxside at the top of

sheet. 'For statements 1 through 1:1, you should use these

answers: 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 ='Neither agree or
.:isagree, 4 = pisagrte, and S = Strongly Disagree. Please_

:ircle one answer only. 4

School

Position:

1 = Administrative 1

2 = Teacher
3 = Support Staff 3

4 = Parent 4

S = Student S

Grade

Sex:

I

2

I know more about what is going on in my schoolthan a few.
months a 'go.

'.tilt h -)ther,, 11Cie In school to help improve ,ore

i now othvrs ho. to improve my school mope than a' few

months ago.
15

If

The things : have improved:my school more than a few

months ago.

i noip to ake decisions. about irhat will be done in -my

school more than a few months ago.

People at my school help me to improve myself more than a
few months ago.

1.

3

f Y.

'.r,00l and classroom rules help. -me to take part in my school

more than a few months ago. 1.

1

,ay'my school looks helps me o take part in :Ay school

more than a few months ago.

'l_ople" help kle to make choices nd take aLtiun'more titan a

few months ago.

There are places in my school where1 can help to improve 4t 1:10.
more than a few months ago.

ll 1 do things that matter to me with people in the cafeteria
more than a few months ago.

I 'do things that ;natter to mc. with people in the clat,sroolii'S

more than a few4ontfis ago.

1.do things that matter to me with people in the'library
more than a few months ago.

i do things that matter to me in the hallways more than a few
months ago.

Are there avy other comments you, have on school Improvement?

3 5

11.

12.

14.

= male
= female

4t.

3

3

2 3- 4

-1 2 3 4

3 .4 5

3
4

.4-

2 .3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 4 5

1 4

3 S
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INFORMAL SUMMATIVE ALUATION ON ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE .

INS1RUCTIONS: fielow are some question for informal inrer-

vi-Gwing and observation of changes that have resulted as you

have attained your goal. Select about a dozen people across,

a range of administrators, teachers, students, and upport

staff to interview, You may wish to use the spaces provided

to write down their responses.

School

Position:. ,

1 = Administrative
2 = Teacher 2

3 = Support Staff 3

4 = Parent 4

S = Student
Grade

Sex:

1 = male
2 = female

1

Has your attitude toward your school improVed in the last few months?, Why?,

Do you tq.1c6, part in your school how more than you have before the last few months?

Do you tnk the.changes that we have initiated have been positive?

4. Are there any negative aspects of the changes?

Are there any ways to improve the impact of these changes?

6. Observe a setting such as the cafeteria and note whether people seem happier or their

1] behaviors seem more responsible;than you
have noted previously.

Look at the hallways and note any attitude or behavior changes you see.

A

Look at the teachers lounge and note any attitude or behavior changes you see.

fi

9. Go to the main office and see whether there are any changes in attitude orrbiehavior

that You can see.
air

Sit in a classroom and determine whether there areAny attitude or behavior changes

that yo'u can see that might be attributable to changes you have initiated.


